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Design Factors 
5 Points –  
The portion of the figure score attributed to Design is an evaluation of the degree of 

conformation to those positions and movements specified in the figure description and in 

the descriptions of the basic positions. Design is the accuracy of positions and transitions 

as specified in the figure descriptions.   

   

Specific factors of Design include: 
1. Precise definition of positions, particularly the vertical and 

horizontal alignments:  The positions required in each section of the figure 

shall be demonstrated with precision and stability before the next transition/basic 

movement begins. 

2. Full body extension:  Extension throughout the entire body; stretched to its 

fullest length; placed in straight alignment; tightly contracted muscles around the 

joint to maintain the extended position rigidly. 

3. Compactness, as required, as in tuck or back pike positions:  
Occupying the smallest space (to the individual swimmers ability);  brought close 

together. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Control Factors 
5 Points –  
The portion of the figure score attributed to Control is an evaluation of the level of 

strength and degree of coordination and approach to total command of a figure 

performance. Control includes Extension, height, stability, clarity, and uniform motion 

(unless otherwise specified in the figure description).  Figures are executed in a stationary 

position (unless otherwise specified in the figure description). 

   

Specific factors of Control include: 
1. Degree of stability:  Unless otherwise stated in the specific figure description, 

figures are to be executed in a stationary position, without traveling, and 

swimmers are to appear in control and in command of the figure (no unnecessary 

swaying bobbing, tilting, etc.). 

2. Strong support for weight held above the water to reach and/or 

sustain maximum height:  Support which enables the swimmer to move 

slowly.  When judging verticals, splits, ballet legs, etc, height is judged by the 

relationship of the hip joint to the surface of the water.  Keep in mind that in order 

to maintain good Control a swimmer may execute the figure at a lower height.  

Swimmers who achieve a controlled height that is slightly lower should be 

rewarded over swimmers that attempt a height that they can’t control, resulting in 

a figure that appears to be unstable due to a loss of Control. 

3. Maintaining constant water lines where desirable:  Once established, 

water lines should remain consistent, unless otherwise stated in the figure 

description.  A swimmer who lacks control will not be able to hold a constant 

water line.  Keep in mind that in order to maintain good Control a swimmer may 

hold a constant water line that is of lower height.  Swimmers who achieve a 

constant water line that is slightly lower should be rewarded over swimmers that 

attempt a height that they can’t hold and control, resulting in a loss of height 

during the figure due to a loss of Control. 

4. A smooth, precise and constant tempo of transitions between 

positions, unless otherwise specified:  Constant speed of action, constant 

tempo, throughout the figure means that the all portions of the figure shall have 

the same speed of action.  Unless otherwise stated in the rules, motion should be 

uniform.  When the required body position is achieved, there is a slight pause (not 

a stop) before the next movement/transition begins.  Keep in mind that in order to 

maintain good Control a swimmer may execute the figure at a slightly faster 

tempo.  Swimmers who keep a constant tempo that is slightly faster should be 

rewarded over swimmers that perform portions of the figure slow and portions of 

the figure fast because they lost Control. 

5. Appearance of total confidence and seemingly effortless 

performance with minimal movement:  Controlled, effortless, smooth 

transitions and basic movements, executed without evidence of strains.  No 

extraneous movement. 


